
PORCH,  PAT IO &  GARAGE ENCLOSURES
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GET MORE USE OUT OF YOUR PORCH, PATIO, OR GARAGE.

Those exposed or partially-exposed areas around your  

home are pretty nice on pleasant days. But when a light 

rain shower passes through or the bugs attack, you have 

to abandon them and seek shelter indoors. Sadly, dust, 

mosquitoes and rain puddles can wind up spending more time 

on your patio furniture than you do.

Screens can help fend off bugs. Though they’re a poor sentry 
against breezes, rain drops, dust, dirt and pollen. No, to guard 

against all of these, you need something more. Something that 

repels Mother Nature, but attracts family  

and friends. Something that keeps these exposed and  

partially-exposed areas in use instead of ignored.
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GET MORE USE OUT OF YOUR PORCH, PATIO, OR GARAGE.

ENTER PGT® EZE-BREEZE.®

PGT Eze-Breeze is one of the only screen enclosures on the market that also includes 
see-though panels. Raise or lower these panels to enjoy the fresh air. Then slide them 
back in position when that fresh air also includes moisture, dust, dirt, bugs or pollen.

BEFORE AFTER

TURN THAT UNDERUTILIZED PORCH  
OR PATIO INTO YOUR FAVORITE SPACE.

PGT Eze-Breeze enclosures let cool breezes in and make outdoor 
spaces more inviting. They keep moisture, dirt and pollen off your 
nice patio furniture. And your nice family. They eliminate the need 
for furniture covers and, come winter, they eliminate the need for 
storage. Just close the panels, leave everything where it is, and 
continue to enjoy your newfound living space. And if plants are 
your thing, Eze-Breeze can also turn that underutilized room into a 
useable greenhouse. Simply lower the transparent panels. Light will 
still enter and temperatures will be kept at more plant-friendly levels.

A HOMEY HOME IMPROVEMENT.

PGT Eze-Breeze lets plants and people thrive. It also does 
wonders for resale values. It gives your home an extra room 
that can become a private retreat, a rec room, a greenhouse, an 
exercise room and more. But whatever it becomes, a PGT  
Eze-Breeze room is also a boost to the curb appeal of your home.

LESS WORK. MORE REST.

Finally, PGT Eze-Breeze brings an end to those hours and hours 
spent putting up plastic. And those other hours and hours spent 
taking it down (just three months later). Instead, PGT Eze-Breeze 
lets you use that time to relax. On a dust-free lounge chair. 
On your comfortable, dry and clean patio.
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PGT® EZE-BREEZE®. CUSTOM MADE FOR YOUR FAVORITE OUTDOOR SPACES.

Your porch, patio, deck, gazebo, or pool is there for a reason. You love that touch of outdoor living. So why not get 

more of what you love? With PGT Eze-Breeze, outside spaces become more-utilized places. Install them where 

ordinary screens once stood. Or put them up where there was no screen before. PGT Eze-Breeze is a big improvement 

over screens and an even bigger improvement over open air. Though mosquitoes may disagree.
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PGT® EZE-BREEZE®. CUSTOM MADE FOR YOUR FAVORITE OUTDOOR SPACES.

VERSATILE, ATTRACTIVE, STRONG AND EASY TO OPERATE.

It’s everything you could ask for in a porch enclosure, plus a few things you  
probably hadn’t thought of.

• Affordability ( it’s less expensive than glass )

• Floor-to-ceiling views and ventilation

• Ease of operation

• Shade and reduced solar heat gain

• Filters 99% of UV rays

• Minimized exposure to bugs, rain, wind and dust

• Reduction of extreme heat, cold and humidity

• Low maintenance ( leave it up year around )

• Maintenance-free, aluminum framing

•  Versatility to fit under existing roofs or onto existing decks or patios — or just build it
all from the ground up

•  Customization to exacting standards — a perfect fit in any opening, eliminating the
need for expensive re-framing

• Thirty-five years of use in homes from Florida to Canada
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“We’ve hosted about a dozen parties in our PGT® Eze-Breeze® room in the past 14-months, in all temperatures and weather. Wind, rain, snow, ice — makes 

no difference. We stay warm and dry.  What is fascinating is that although the panels have no insulating value, they allow very little air infiltration; the stove is 

able to heat the room to a comfortable level and keep it there. We have used our room in temperatures as low as –22° C ( that’s about 0° F ) and, 

with 40 or so people in the room, the stove had to be turned down to keep the heat at a reasonable level. You might also be interested to know that 

everyone who has visited has been very impressed with the windows and how they work. At least one of our fr iends has instal led 

PGT Eze-Breeze as a result of seeing how well our porch enclosure works.” *

– David L., Ontario, Canada

*  Care should always be taken when using portable stoves or heaters. Eze-Breeze products are not fire rated or tested.
PGT recommends heating or cooling Eze-Breeze rooms with ambient air from indoors, by opening doors and windows between the two areas.
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FOUR CHOICES: VERTICAL SLIDER, REMOVABLE-VENT FIXED LITE, HORIZONTAL SLIDER AND HEAVY-DUTY LIP FRAME.

Vertical, 4-track panels offer 75% ventilation. In other words, three of the lightweight, vinyl-glazed panels can be easily raised or lowered over the 

fourth to create an outdoor feel. Or remove and store the panels, leaving the screens in place, for 100% airflow. Our vertical Eze-Breeze® design 

can be custom-made to fit any space, and it has clean lines and proportions to complement any style. It offers a twin and triple continuous-frame 

option for larger openings, so no additional framing is required. And it includes tilt-in vents with that step-down design to make operating and 

cleaning…well…a breeze.

Our unique, removable-vent fixed lite is the perfect companion to our vertical four-tracks. It’s ideal for openings too small to accommodate operable 

units. Its matching frame and sightlines create a uniform look throughout your newfound space and the factory-installed lift tabs make it easy to 

remove the vent for even more ventilation.

YOU’VE CREATED A ROOM. NOW ADD A DOOR.

Horizontal side-slider panels offer 50% to 100% ventilation. With just one finger, full-length panels 

slide left or right on corrosion-resistant, neoprene rollers. Move them back to reveal half or most 

of the open screen. Or use our pocketing option to tuck the panels completely out of the way, 

leaving the screens in place but opening the entire area to the breeze. When you choose our 

horizontal design, you’ll also choose from a wide variety of panel configurations — each bringing 

a wide-open, spacious look to your home.

Heavy-duty lip frames and lip-frame shapes are companions to the horizontal side sliders. This 

design also makes them perfect for openings that are too small to accommodate operable 

units. Fixed lites in our heavy-duty lip frames match the look of our horizontal side sliders, and a 

trapezoid shape is available to fill the ends of gabled roofs.
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YOU’VE CREATED A ROOM. NOW ADD A DOOR.

The PGT Cabana Door is the ideal companion  
to our verticals, our horizontals, and all of our  
PGT Eze-Breeze products. The design is sleek 
and modern, with no unsightly inserts or exposed 
weather stripping. The design is also versatile, 
with an innovative frame that converts from z-bar 
to equal-leg in a snap.

A PRODUCT WITH MEMORY.

It’s as transparent as glass, but if accidentally pushed or distorted,  
the tough, 10-mil vinyl will return to its original shape within 
minutes. PGT® Eze-Breeze® vinyl glazing. It lets in the light as  
well as the view.
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“We installed PGT® Eze-Breeze® garage screens on our lanai to separate the pool area from the porch. The lanai gets so much sun that it faded our patio 

furniture, and the glare from the afternoon sun was so bad we couldn’t watch TV for several hours until the sun began to set. With our Eze-Breeze sliding 

panels, our furniture is better protected against the damaging rays of the sun, and we can now watch TV in the afternoon.  At night, we close the Eze-Breeze 

sliding panels and sleep with the sliding glass doors open during those nice spring evenings, when the breeze is so wonderful and we don’t have to worry 

about bugs, spiders or other little critters. We know our Eze-Breeze sliding panels were meant for garages (we have it on our garage, too) but because of 

the unique way we used ours on the lanai, many of our friends and neighbors want to do the same. 

Because we have PGT Eze-Breeze panels on our garage, we can open our entire home from front to back. The airflow is wonderful, and what a way to save 

on our electric bill! We are very pleased with our Eze-Breeze products and recommend them highly.”

– Linda and Art F., North Port, FL
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CUSTOMIZED SCREENS FOR VIRTUALLY EVERY-SIZE OPENING.
We start with sturdy, high-quality aluminum, then custom build to fit your needs. To fit your garage. And 
just like with our porch and patio enclosures, when we’re done these rugged garage screens slide out of 
the way with just the push of one finger. Or back into position with the pull of the same.

PGT garage screens use a unique “come-along” feature to assist you pushing or pulling panels into 
proper position. Panels glide easily on large, neoprene wheels, then latch securely into place. So 
effortlessly open and remove your car, then effortlessly close to enjoy bug-free ventilation. Work at night, 
with the lights on, without interruption by mosquitoes.

ADD VINYL, GLAZED PANELS TO LET IN LIGHT AND EXTEND THE OUTDOOR SEASON.

MAKE IT YOURS WITH AVAILABLE OPTIONS
•  Kickplate, at the base, provides extra strength and prevents damage to panels

•  Rugged, low-profile threshold that won’t damage tires and won’t be damaged by cars

• Optional pocket to tuck panels completely out of the way

•  2-track or 4-track frame, sturdy and easy to use with smooth, corrosion-resistant neoprene rollers

GARAGES. THEY’RE NOT JUST FOR CARS ANYMORE.

PGT® also builds screened, horizontal side sliders that fit the front of garages and turns 

them into gyms, hobby rooms, playrooms and more. With the door closed, a garage can 

be hot and stuffy. With the garage door open, you’re inviting in debris, insects and maybe 

the neighbor’s cat. But with PGT® Eze-Breeze ® garage screens in place, you’ve got yet 

another place to work and play.

PGT horizontal sliders are a great addition to your lanai, too.  
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PGT® EZE-BREEZE®: A SIMPLE PATIO-PORCH-DECK-GAZEBO-POOL-GARAGE-HOME IMPROVEMENT.

PGT Eze-Breeze makes any exposed or partially-exposed area more livable. It beautifies. It’s built to last.  
And it offers:

• The transparency of glass

•  The durability of vinyl, so if panels are bumped, kicked, hit or otherwise distorted, just wait a few minutes  
and they’ll return to their original shape

•  A choice of clear panels or panels with bronze, light-gray or dark-gray tints to enhance privacy and shade,  
but reduce glare, solar heat gain, and fading with 99% UV protection

• Front, side and back-porch designs

• A limited lifetime warranty ( lifetime on aluminum frame/10 years on vinyl glazing, screen and moving parts )

• Clean lines and pleasing proportions to complement any architecture or style of home

• Installs from the interior or exterior, on any framing material

ADD VINYL, GLAZED PANELS TO LET IN LIGHT AND EXTEND THE OUTDOOR SEASON.
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VERTICAL 4-TRACK 4V60

•  Equal vents with option for an unequal top or bottom vent

• 4, 3, or 2 vent options

• Tilt in, removable vents

• Outside mount frame 

- Installed from the outside

- Configurations: Single, Twin, or Triple 

- Factory rolled screen in frame 

• Inside mount frame 

- Installed from the inside

- Optional Lip Frame screen attached

SIDE SLIDER GARAGE DOOR SCREEN SS30 

• 2-track or 4-track frame option 

• Sill with threshold on both sides

• Vent quantities range from 2 - 10 to fill any size opening

• Vent configurations: stacked, staggered, pyramid, condo, or pocket

• Screen rolled vents 

• Swivel latches shipped with every order

• Neoprene rollers

• 8", 12", or 16" kick plate

• Optional pull handle

• Optional vinyl glazed vents

• Inside mount frame 

- Installed from the inside

PRODUCTS
All PGT® Eze-Breeze® products offer: 

Aluminum extruded main frame

Clear, bronze, smoke gray or dark gray vinyl color 

1814, 1816, BetterVue® or SunScreen® screen mesh types 

White, bronze, or beige frame color

Spreader bar for added durability and structural integrity

HORIZONTAL SIDE SLIDER SS10 

• 2-track or 4-track frame option

• Vent quantities range from 2 - 10 to fill any size opening

• Vent configurations: stacked, staggered, pyramid, condo, or pocket

• Vinyl rolled vents

• Factory installed swivel latches

• Neoprene rollers

• Optional pull handle

• Outside mount frame 

- Installed from the outside

- Tank-sill for improved water performance

- Factory rolled screen in frame

• Inside mount frame 

- Installed from the inside 

- Optional Lip Frame screen attached
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CABANA DOOR 

•  Installed from the outside 

• Traditional Z-bar frame 

• Optional equal leg frame

• Single or double door

• Out-swing or in-swing

• Factory installed threshold 

•  Integrated Vertical Four-Track or  
Lip Frame window styles

• Standard and custom sizes

STANDARD LIP FRAME FIXED LITE AND SHAPE 

• Light duty fixed lite for a light duty project

- Installed from the inside or outside

•  Optional swivel clips allow for removal  
and cleaning

• Optional Trapezoid shape

FIXED LITES  
REMOVABLE VENT FIXED LITE

• Outside mount frame 

- Installed from the outside

- Configurations: Single, Twin, or Triple 

- Factory rolled screen in frame 

• Removable vent with lift tabs

HEAVY DUTY LIP FRAME FIXED LITE AND SHAPE

• Installed from the outside or inside

•  Heavy duty spreader bar for added 
durability and structural integrity

• Optional Trapezoid shape
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PGT® EZE-BREEZE® PORCH, PATIO & GARAGE ENCLOSURES ARE MADE FOR YOUR HOME

PGT Eze-Breeze is a unique, custom-designed product that offers no-hassle installation, on-time  

delivery and the backing of a solid company. To learn more, talk to an independent PGT Eze-Breeze distributor. 

To locate the distributor nearest you, visit PGTEzeBreeze.com.
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